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Abstract—In many human-in-the-loop robotic applications
such as robot-assisted surgery and remote teleoperation, pre-
dicting the intended motion of the human operator may be
useful for successful implementation of shared control, guidance
virtual fixtures, and predictive control. Developing computa-
tional models of human movements is a critical foundation
for such motion prediction frameworks. With this motivation,
we present a computational framework for modeling reaching
movements in the presence of obstacles. We propose a stochastic
optimal control framework that consists of probabilistic col-
lision avoidance constraints and a cost function that trades-
off between effort and end-state variance in the presence of
a signal-dependent noise. First, we present a series of refor-
mulations to convert the original non-linear and non-convex
optimal control into a parametric quadratic programming
problem. We show that the parameters can be tuned to model
various collision avoidance strategies, thereby capturing the
quintessential variability associated with human motion. Then,
we present a simulation study that demonstrates the complex
interaction between avoidance strategies, control cost, and the
probability of collision avoidance. The proposed framework can
benefit a variety of applications that require teleoperation in
cluttered spaces, including robot-assisted surgery. In addition, it
can also be viewed as a new optimizer which produces smooth
and probabilistically-safe trajectories under signal dependent
noise.
I. INTRODUCTION
Motion prediction is important for finding the middle
ground between pure teleoperation and autonomous con-
trol of robotic systems. It allows the robot to anticipate
the future motions of the users and, consequently, their
intention, and assist them in performing a given task. To
improve the performance of motion prediction algorithms,
it is beneficial to ground the prediction in experimentally-
validated computational models of human movement [1].
Optimal control is used extensively in computational motor
control, and provides a powerful framework for explaining a
wide range of empirical phenomena associated with human
motion [2], [3], [4]. In this view, it is hypothesized that
human motion is driven by well-defined rewards or cost
functions. The complimentary Inverse Optimal Control (IOC)
framework attempts to identify the structure and parameters
of these cost functions from a set of observed trajectories [5].
Thus, IOC allows for the transition from modeling of human
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motion to motion prediction in a particular task [6]. However,
the accuracy of the model that is used for a particular
problem is critical to the success of IOC-based approaches.
While many studies considered optimal control for modeling
reaching trajectories in free space [2], [4], [7], [8], there
has been much less effort towards modeling reaching in the
presence of obstacles using optimal control [9]. This in turn,
hinders the development of efficient IOC based approaches
for prediction.
In the current paper, we propose a stochastic optimal
control framework for modeling human reaching trajectories
in the presence of obstacles. This framework is designed to
be incorporated in motion prediction for a variety of appli-
cations of teleoperation in cluttered spaces. Our proposed
framework is built on experimental studies that suggest that
reaching movements amongst obstacles are optimized con-
sidering the likelihood of collision [10], [11], [12], and that
obstacle avoidance is sensitive to human perception of free
space [11]. In line with these findings, the proposed optimal
control model incorporates probabilistic collision avoidance
constraints to ensure that the likelihood of collision is below
a specified threshold. We also consider signal-dependent
noise in human movement control [13], and the uncertainty
in the perception of the size of the obstacle to model the
error in estimation of free space.
Contributions: Our main result is a reformulation of the
optimal control problem proposed in [9] which was shown to
be effective in modeling reaching movements in the presence
of obstacles. The proposed reformulations approximate a
difficult non-linear and non-convex optimal control problem
by a parametric quadratic optimization problem. We use
substitution of chance constraints with a family of surro-
gate constraints [14]. Satisfaction of each member of the
family of surrogate constraints can be mapped to a lower
bound probability with which the original chance constraints
would be satisfied. Further, we show that the parameters
of the reformulated quadratic optimization problem can be
tuned to generate a diverse class of trajectories. To make
the optimal control computationally tractable, we adapt [2]
and approximate the hand dynamics as a stochastic triple
integrator system. Thus, our formulation does not address
all the features of human reaching. Instead, we focus on
capturing how parameters of our optimal control model that
represent risk seeking behavior of human can explain the
trade-off between movement velocity and obstacle clearance
in the vicinity of an obstacle.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II reviews the previous studies which considered collision
avoidance within the context of optimal control. Section III
presents the optimal control problem followed by a series
of reformulations to convert it into a tractable parametric
quadratic optimization problem. Section IV presents simu-
lation results that demonstrate how the parameters of the
reformulated problem result in a diverse set of trajectories
and control costs. In section V we discuss the results of
our simulations in light of the existing experimental findings
on reaching movements among obstacles and present future
directions.
II. RELATED WORK
Optimal Control or Optimization based Obstacle Avoid-
ance in Robotics Optimal control or optimization are used
extensively to plan collision-avoiding trajectories that also
optimize a specified cost function [15], [16]. In [16], opti-
mal control is applied to stochastic systems with additive
noise, and collision avoidance is ensured by introducing
a penalty on trajectories that come close to the obstacles.
An expectation over the cost is taken which suggests that
the optimization is risk neutral; that is, it does not model
the probability of collision avoidance. Trajectory optimizers
like [17], [18] incorporates a penalty on the probability of
collision avoidance.
Some studies like [19], [20] put hard constraints on prob-
ability of collision avoidance . However, [19], [20] assumed
an additive noise model. We aim at planning trajectories for a
human hand which is assumed to be modeled as a stochastic
system with signal dependent noise [13]. An optimal control
based framework presented in [21] presents collision avoid-
ance under signal dependent noise, but for single integrator
systems. In contrast, our formulation incorporates a higher
order dynamics.
Obstacle Avoidance in Computational Motor Control
Optimal control or optimization has been an important tool
for studying arm movements in computational motor control
community. These works include both deterministic [2], [22],
[23], [24] as wells as stochastic models [4], [13], [25],[26].
Works like [22], [23], [24] consider the full arm motion in
their analysis. However, the arm dynamics are highly non-
linear and its integration with probabilistic collision avoid-
ance constraints would result in a computationally intractable
optimal control problem. Thus, in contrast to these works,
we focus solely on the hand trajectories.
Reaching trajectories in the presence of obstacles were
studied in computational motor control for understanding
movement coordination. Experimental studies [10], [11],
[12], [27] investigated the effects of obstacle position and
size on obstacle avoidance. In particular, [27] observed that
the obstacle avoidance strategy exhibited by human subject
during reach to grasp movements, consisted of two basic but
coupled components namely moving around the obstacle or
slowing down near them.
An optimal control model for a single-obstacle avoidance
was proposed in [9]. They solved the optimal control problem
using simulated annealing. Simple obstacle configurations,
predominantly with a single obstacle were considered. Our
proposed approach differs from [9] in terms of the technical
approach followed to solve the optimal control problem.
In particular, we exploit some efficient structures in the
problem. Moreover, we consider complex obstacle configura-
tions to highlight the interaction between parameters, control
cost and probability of collision avoidance. Our proposed
approach also differs from [28] wherein obstacle avoidance
is included as a cost function and consequently do not
model the probability of collision avoidance. Although, [29]
analyzes collision avoidance behavior in the presence of
obstacles, the presented optimal control formulation do not
explicitly include collision avoidance constraints or costs.
Rather, collision avoidance is used as a test case to study
variability of reaching movements as explained by stochastic
optimal control as compared to other models.
III. PROPOSED FORWARD OPTIMAL CONTROL (FOC)
A. Dynamics and Task Description
We consider the task of reaching movements in a 2D
cluttered environment. We chose a simple linear model for
the movement of the end point of the hand - a triple
integrator – system. We denote the state of the hand at time
instant t by Xt = (xt, yt, x˙t, y˙t, x¨t, y¨t), where the individual
state variables are defined as the Gaussian distributions. The
parameters of the distributions, i.e. their means and variances
are obtained from the following discrete time dynamics with
jerk U = (ux, uy) = (
...
x,
...
y ) as the control input.
X
t+1 = AXt + B(U t + εtU ), (1)
where A and B represent state transition and control scaling
matrices of dimensions conforming to that of the state, and
ε
t
U =
2∑
i=1
φiMiU (2)
M1 =
[
cx 0
0 0
]
,M2 =
[
0 0
0 cy
]
. (3)
The term εtU in (2) represents the time varying signal-
dependent noise, and is formulated in terms of constant
scaling matrices Mi and φi which are a set of zero-mean
unit-variance normal random variables. This form of (2)
ensures that indeed the standard deviation of the noise grows
linearly with the magnitude of the control signal [4], and
the constants cx, cy determine the magnitude of noise as a
fraction of the control input.
B. Optimal Control
The discrete time optimal control can be represented by the
following set of equations.
min Jopt = JUt + JXt (4)
Pr(Ctj(x
t
, y
t
, xj , yj , Rj) ≤ 0) ≥ η, j = 1, 2..n,
JUt = ‖U‖
2
, JXt =
t=tf∑
t=t0
E[L(Xt, U t)], (5)
L(Xt, U t) =
6∑
i=1
wi(X
t
i −X
tf )2, (6)
Rj ≈ N(µRj , σ
2
Rj
). (7)
The objective function in (4) consists of a control effort term
and a state-dependent term which penalizes the end point
variance of the trajectory. The term wi determines the relative
weighting between the components of the state-dependent
cost term. The constraints Cj(.) ≤ 0 in (4) represent the
collision avoidance requirement in a deterministic setting.
Thus, the set of inequalities in (4) signify constraints that the
collision avoidance requirement is satisfied with a particular
lower bound probability η. The terms xj , yj and Rj denote
the position and size of the jth obstacle. To model the
uncertainty in the estimation of obstacle size, Rj is defined
as normally-distributed random variable.
The optimization (4) is difficult to solve due to the con-
straints on probability of collision avoidance, also known as
chance constraints, and are computationally intractable [30].
Hence, we next reformulate these chance constraints into
a tractable form and show that the reformulation naturally
leads to an efficient optimization structure.
Reformulating Chance Constraints: We follow [14], and
substitute of Pr(Cti (.)) with:
Pr(Ctj(x
t
, y
t
, xj , yj , Rj) ≤ 0) ≥ η (8)
⇒ E[Ctj(.)] + k
√
(V ar[Ctj(.)] ≤ 0, η ≥
k2
1 + k2
.
where E[Ctj(.)] and V ar[C
t
j(.)] represent the expectation
and variance of the constraints Ctj(.) with respect to the
random variables xt, yt. This suggests that satisfaction of
the deterministic surrogate in 8 ensures satisfaction of the
original probabilistic constraints with at least a probability
k2
1+k2
. In [14], it is shown that computing an analytical
expression for E[Ctj(.)] and V ar[C
t
j(.)] in terms of random
variable arguments xt, yt, Rj etc. is simpler compared to
computing that for Pr(Ctj(.)). We can further simplify (8)
by approximating obstacle regions in 2D as circles. This
simplifies the collision avoidance inequality Ctj(.):
C
t
j : −(x
t − xj)
2 − (yt − yj)
2 +R2j ≤ 0. (9)
Because (9) is purely concave in terms of hand position
variables xt and yt, an affine upper bound can by obtained
by linearizing Cti around an initial trajectory guess (x
t
∗
, yt
∗
)
[31]:
C
t
j ≈
∗
C
t
j +▽xtC
t
j(x
t − xt
∗
) +▽ytC
t
j(y
t − yt
∗
) ≤ 0, (10)
Where, ∗Ctj is obtained by evaluating (9) at (x
t
∗
, yt
∗
). Sim-
ilarly, ▽xtC
t
j and ▽ytC
t
j represent the partial derivative
of Ctj(.) with respect to x
t and yt, evaluated at (xt
∗
, yt
∗
).
The affine approximation (10) can be further improved by
updating (xt
∗
, yt
∗
), during the course of the optimization.
This sequential linearization of concave constraints forms the
basis of the convex concave procedure [31].
In light of (10), E[Ctj(.)] and V ar[C
t
j(.)] take the form
E[Ctj(.)] = σ
2
Rj
(11)
+h1(µxt , x
t
∗
, µyt , , y
t
∗
, σ
2
xt , σ
2
ytµxj , µyj , µRj )
V ar[Ctj(.)] = CRjσ
2
Rj
+ 2σ4Rj (12)
+h2(µxt , x
t
∗
, µyt , y
t
∗
, σ
2
xt , σ
2
yt , µxj , µyj , µRj ),
where the terms (µxt , µyt) and (σ
2
xt , σ
2
yt) represent the mean
and variance of the hand position (xt, yt). The term CRj and
functions h1(.) and h2(.) are given in (13)-(15). It can be
noted that h2(.) can be represented as sum of squares and
thus, is non-negative.
CRi = 4µ
2
Ri
(13)
h1 = µ
2
Ri
+ 2µxtµxi − µ
2
xi
+ 2µytµyi − µ
2
yi
− 2µxtx
t
∗
(14)
−2µyty
t
∗
+ (xt
∗
)2 + (yt
∗
)2
h2 = 2(2µ
2
xi
σ
2
xt + 2µ
2
yi
σ
2
yt − 4µxiσ
2
xt(x
t
∗
)2 − 4µyiσ
2
yt(y
t
∗
)2 (15)
+2σ2xt(x
t
∗
)2 + 2σ2yt(y
t
∗
)2)
Reformulated Optimal Control Problem: To arrive at the
final reformulated version of (4), we make the following
sequence of observations. The second term of the surrogate
constraints proposed in (8) is non-negative. Thus, for a given
k, the surrogate constraints (8) are satisfied when the first
term, E[Ctj(.)] is sufficiently negative and the second term,√
(V ar[Ctj(.)] is sufficiently small in magnitude. Due to (12)
and (15) we note that
√
(V ar[Ctj(.)] is a non-decreasing
function of the positional variance at each point of the
trajectory (σ2xt , σ
2
yt). Thus, making
√
(V ar[Ctj(.)] small is
equivalent to minimizing the positional variance at each point
of the trajectory. In light of all these arguments, FOC (4) can
be replaced with the following simpler problem.
Jaug = ‖U‖
2 +
t=tf∑
t=t0
E[L(Xt, U t)] + λ
tf∑
t=t0
(σ2xt + σ
2
yt) (16)
E[Ctj(.)] + τ ≤ 0
The original trajectory optimization (4) has been converted
to the new formulation (16) by substituting the parameter η
which represented probability of avoidance in (4) with two
new sets of variables τ and λ. The positive constant τ can
be manipulated to make E[Ctj(.)] as negative as required
and consequently control the clearance from a given set of
obstacles. Similarly, λ is a positive constant which can be
manipulated to minimize the positional variance at each point
along the trajectory. Hence, we can manipulate τ and λ to
achieve a particular probability of avoidance η. Moreover,
each η can be mapped to various choices of τ and λ leading
to a diverse set of collision avoidance behaviors. Within this
diverse set, τ determines the geometry of the path, and λ
determines the velocity profile along the path.
The reformulated FOC (16) is very different from those
typically used in the context of human motion modeling.
A central hypothesis in current frameworks is that relative
weighting of each term in the cost function can be tuned to
produce a diverse set of trajectories. The FOC (16) takes on
a different approach – its parameters appear not only in the
cost function but also in the constraints.
The reformulated FOC (16) can be solved in one shot if
the right set of τ and λ are given. For the cases where such
set is not available, we can derive a framework for mapping
a probability of collision avoidance η to τ and λ and solving
(16) in the process.
Solutions in Different Homotopies: The linearization of
collision avoidance constraints (9) to obtain affine inequal-
ities (10) inherently limits the solution trajectories of (16)
to be locally optimal. The physical interpretation of this
is that FOC, (16) cannot search over the solution trajec-
tories belonging to different homotopies. Existing optimal
control approaches capable of searching over different homo-
topies either reformulate collision avoidance constraints, (9)
through use of binary variables [32] or introduce additional
constraints which model the topological information about
the different possible homotopies [33], [34], [35]. However,
adopting such approaches would significantly increased the
complexity of our optimization, (16). Instead, we opt for an
approximate solution. We vary the initial trajectory guess to
produce optimal trajectories in different homotopies. In par-
ticular, an initial guess for each homotopy is pre-computed
and stored and recalled as and when required. This initial
guess could be computed from even sampling based planners.
Some existing works on stochastic optimal control based
collision avoidance also adopt similar approach [36]. Our
approximate approach is also motivated by our eventual
future goal of using the proposed formulation for learning
reaching movements. In that context, a data set of initial
guesses in different homotopies can be obtained from the
user demonstration.
Efficiently Solving the Proposed FOC:
Algorithm 1 summarizes a sequential quadratic programming
(SQP) routine for solving FOC (16). The optimization starts
with an initial guess trajectory (xt
∗
, yt
∗
) and initialization of
an index counter i and two non-negative variables τ and
λ. The outermost loop checks whether the constraints are
satisfied and reduction in the cost function between two con-
secutive iterations is within a specified threshold, ξ. If either
of these checks are violated, then the algorithm proceeds
to the inner loop where we check whether the surrogate
constraints (8) are satisfied. If not, then we increment the
value of the τ by δ and λ by a factor of ∆. Thereafter (16)
is solved with the current values of τ and λ and the solution
obtained is used to update the initial guess trajectory, which
in turn is used to obtain a better estimate of Cij(.) through
(10) for the next iteration.
Algorithm 1 has two important features. Firstly, E[Ctj(.)]
is affine and Jaug is convex quadratic in terms of control
variables. Thus, solving (16) for a given τ and λ amounts to
solving a quadratic programming (QP) problem. This is turn
can be accomplished efficiently through open source solvers
like CVX [37]. Secondly, algorithm 1 is different from the
standard SQP routines used to solve general non-convex
problems in the sense that it does not require a trust region
update. This, in turn, is because the affine approximation
of Ctj in (10) acts as a global upper bound for the original
collision constraints (9)
Each η can be mapped to numerous combinations of
τ and λ. This redundancy is captured in algorithm 1 by
manipulating the update rates of τ and λ. We discuss this in
more detail in Section IV with the help of specific examples.
Algorithm 1 Sequential Quadratic Programming for solving
FOC
Initialization: Initial guess for optimal trajectory xt
∗
, yt
∗
.
i = 0 ,τ = 0, λ = 1
while do|J i+1opt −J
i
opt| < ξ and E[C
t
j(.)]+k
√
(V ar[Ctj(.)] ≤ 0
if E[Ctj(.)] + k
√
(V ar[Ctj(.)] > 0 then
τ ← τ + δ
∆← ∆λ
end if
U ← argmin Jaug
E[Ctj(.)] + τ ≤ 0
Update xt
∗
, yt
∗
through U
i← i+ 1
end while
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Collision Avoidance Strategies
To ensure collision avoidance, humans can choose to
maintain high clearance from the obstacles resulting in a
large deviation from straight line paths. Alternatively, they
can choose to reduce the deviation but compensate for it
by moving with high precision near the obstacles (reduce
positional variance). In light of the the signal dependent noise
(2), moving with precision near the obstacle requires moving
with low velocities. For the ease of exposition, from hereon,
we will refer to the slowing down strategy as ”Low Velocity”
or LV and strategy of maintaining large clearance from the
obstacles as ”High Clearance” or HC.
Both these strategies can be modeled through (16) by using
appropriate values for parameters τ and λ. For example,
Fig. 1 shows two solution trajectories of (16) between
the same start and goal configurations. The probability of
avoidance, η for both trajectories is 0.94. However, both
trajectories achieve this probability of collision avoidance
through different combinations of τ and λ. The trajec-
tory resulting from strategy LV was obtained with τ =
0.0009, λ = 2.28 ∗ 106, while that resulting from strategy
HC was obtained with τ = 0.0012, λ = 0.9 ∗ 106. These
values of τ and λ were obtained using different update rates
of of τ and λ in algorithm 1. For simulating strategy LV we
used δ = 0.00005,∆ = 10 in the update rule of τ and λ, and
for simulating strategy HC we used δ = 0.0001, ∆ = 10.
Since, τ controls the clearance from the obstacles, setting
higher update rates for τ resulted in trajectories belonging
to strategy HC. On the other hand, a lower update rate for τ
puts a higher emphasis on λ and consequently manipulation
of positional variance through velocity control for collision
avoidance, thus, resulting in trajectories belonging to strategy
LV.
The velocity profiles shown in Fig. 1(b) demonstrate
that a higher λ forces the velocity magnitude along the
trajectory closer to the obstacle (strategy LV) to be small
during the initial stages, i.e, while the trajectory is near the
obstacles. Consequently, the positional variance is reduced
and desired probability of collision avoidance is maintained.
In contrast, the trajectory with higher clearance from the
obstacle (strategy HC) has the liberty to move with faster
velocity and let the variance of the movement grow. The
velocity magnitude along trajectory resulting from strategy
LV increases eventually, but this happens towards the end of
the movement, after crossing the obstacles.
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Fig. 1. Demonstration of the effect of the choice of τ and λ on the collision
avoidance strategies. Two sets of trajectories between same start and goal
locations and having same probability of avoidance, η were computed.
However, to generate these two trajectories we used a different set of τ
and λ to achieve the specified probability of avoidance. The trajectories
shown in green were computed using τ = 0.0012, λ = 0.9 ∗ 106 , while
trajectories shown in red were computed using τ = 0.0009, λ = 2.28∗106.
B. Mapping Avoidance Strategies to Control Cost
If we would derive a variant of the optimization (16)
for a system with an additive constant-variance noise, the
probability of collision avoidance, η would solely depend
on the clearance from the obstacles. Thus, increase in η
would directly lead to an increase in arc lengths, and con-
sequently, control costs. However, to develop a framework
that is suitable for modeling human arm movements, we
incorporated signal dependent noise [13]. In the presence of
signal-dependent noise, control cost of trajectories depends
on the probability of avoidance η, and more importantly, on
the combination of τ and λ that is used in the optimization
(16) to achieve this η. In other words, the control cost
depends on the strategy that is used to achieve a particular
probability of collision avoidance.
In Fig. 2(a)-2(d) we present simulated trajectories that
correspond to both strategy LV and HC for probabilities of
collision avoidance η = 0.86 and η = 0.95. The paths that
resulted from strategy HC indeed has higher clearance from
the obstacles. In contrast, the paths that resulted from strategy
LV have lower clearance and thus, heavily rely on modifying
the velocity magnitudes and consequently positional variance
for collision avoidance. Consequently, paths resulting from
strategy HC have higher arc lengths as compared to paths
resulting from strategy LV. In Fig. (4(e)) the ratio of control
costs for trajectories resulting from both the strategies is
presented as a function of η. For low η, paths resulting from
strategy LV which have lower arc lengths are less costly.
But, as η increases, the higher arc length paths resulting
from strategy HC become less costly.
The observations discussed above are apparent from the
structure of the optimization (16). Increasing either τ , λ,
or both, leads to an increase in the control cost. At low
values of η, there is very little restriction on the growth
of positional variance and thus the control cost is dictated
by τ which controls the arc length. But as η increases, the
effect of λ becomes prominent. This is consistent with the
significant reduction in positional variance that is depicted
in Fig. 2(c) and the corresponding skewed velocity profile
shown in Fig. 2(d). Since trajectories resulting from strategy
LV has lesser clearance from the obstacles, they require a
higher value of λ to achieve the same η (similar to the result
shown in previous section). Thus, at higher probabilities
trajectories resulting from strategy LV become more costly
in spite of having lower arc lengths.
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Fig. 2. Control costs vary with probability of avoidance. (a)- (d) Movements
with different strategies between the same start and goal locations, the same
obstacle configurations, and with noise level cx, cy = 0.15. (a), (c) present
the paths with standard deviation ellipses of the two strategies. The obstacles
are represented as blue filled circles and grey shaded region around them
represent uncertainty about the size of the obstacle. (b), (d) present the
velocity profiles. (e) the ratio of the control costs between the two strategies,
JLVU
JHC
U
, as a function of η.
The results presented above, were obtained with cx =
cy = 0.15 in (2). That is, the noise was 15% of the control
input. Next, we examined how the cost shown in Fig. 2(e)
changes with a reduction in noise. Fig. 3 depicts the ratio
of control costs for trajectories resulting from strategy LV
and HC for cx = cy = 0.05. With lower noise, strategy
LV becomes less costly even for higher probabilities. This
result agrees with the common intuition. With a lesser noise
there is no need to ensure high clearance from the obstacles,
thereby making strategy HC redundant. In fact, for a zero
noise system, the trajectory with least control cost would just
graze the obstacle.
We would like to highlight that Fig. 2(e) and Fig. 3 are
intended to demonstrate the general trend in ratio of control
costs. An in depth analysis of the exact values and their
dependence on the initial conditions of the optimization are
beyond the scope of this current study.
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Fig. 3. The ratio of the control costs between the two strategies,
JLVU
JHC
U
,
as a function of η for noise level of cx, cy = 0.05.
C. Modeling Choice of Homotopies
In this section, we discuss how choice of strategy of
collision avoidance or in other words, choice of τ and λ
for a given η affects control cost of trajectories in different
homotopies.
1) Strategy LV: In Fig. 4(a) and 4(c) solution trajectories
of (16) having same start and goal positions, but belonging
to different homotopies and having different probability of
avoidance, η, are depicted. The trajectories in both the
homotopies were generated by choosing such values for τ
and λ that ensure collision avoidance by slowing down near
the obstacles and reducing positional variance (strategy LV)
rather than taking a large deviation from them. Thus, as η
increases from 0.9 (figure 4(a)) to 0.965 (figure 4(c)), we
observe only a small change in arc length, but a significant
change in the positional variance along the trajectories.
Moreover, since trajectories of homotopy 2 move through
a more cluttered environment, the reduction of positional
variance along it is higher than that along trajectories of
homotopy 1.
It is possible to relate the change in positional variance
as η increases to the change in the control costs through the
velocity profiles. Firstly, in contrast to Fig. 4(b), velocity
profiles shown in Fig. 4(d) are skewed; i.e, they have low
magnitudes during the initial phases and a peak which is
shifted towards the right. This is to ensure that velocity
magnitudes (and thus positional variance) are low near the
obstacles and reach peak only after crossing the obstacles.
Since trajectories in homotopy 2 require a larger reduction in
positional variance, the skewness observed in their velocity
profile is also higher. Finally, the skewness in velocity
profiles is accompanied with higher peak velocities. This is
because of the fixed final time paradigm of the optimization,
(16). Since, magnitudes are low during initial phases of the
trajectories, it needs to be compensated by moving faster
in obstacle free space to ensure that the goal position is
reached in specified time. Now, it is easy to deduce that a
skewed velocity profile with higher peaks would mean higher
accelerations and jerks and thus, consequently higher control
costs.
To summarize, for collision avoidance strategy LV, main-
taining high η requires larger reduction in positional variance
leading to larger skewness in velocity profiles and conse-
quently higher control costs. However, since trajectories in
homotopy 2 require a larger reduction in positional variance,
the control costs along it would increase at a higher rate
than that along trajectories in homotopy 1. We demonstrate
this last observation in Fig. 4(e) which shows the ratio of
control costs along homotopy 1 and homotopy 2 for the
various values of η. For lower values (till η = 0.9), the cost
along homotopy 1 and homotopy 2 are similar owing to their
similar velocity profiles. However, for higher η, cost along
homotopy 1 is significantly lower than that along homotopy
2.
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Fig. 4. Movements between the same start and goal locations and obstacle
configurations but with different probability of avoidance. (a), (c) present
the paths with standard deviation ellipses of the two homotopies. The
obstacles are represented as blue filled circles and grey shaded region around
them represent uncertainty about the size of the obstacle. (b), (d) present
the velocity profiles. (e) the ratio of the control costs between the two
homotopies,
J
H1
U
J
H2
U
, as a function of η. For the chosen avoidance strategy
LV, the control cost along the homotopies is similar for low η. For higher
η, the control cost along homotopy 1 is significantly less.
2) Strategy HC: Here we re-analyze the cost along ho-
motopies for the same configuration as shown in Fig. 4, but
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Fig. 5. Movements between the same start and goal locations and obstacle
configurations but with different probability of avoidance, η . The results
are similar to that shown in Fig. 4, but trajectories are now computed with
respect to strategy HC, which gives higher emphasis on clearance from
obstacles for obstacle avoidance. (e): Ratio of control cost along the two
homotopies,
J
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with respect to strategy HC.
with respect to strategy HC where there is a bigger reliance
on clearance from the obstacles for collision avoidance.
The trajectories along both the homotopies are shown
in Fig. 5(a) and 5(c). Comparing these trajectories with
Fig. 4(a) and 4(c), demonstrates that there is a significant
increase in clearance from the obstacles with increase in
η. Thus, a lesser restriction is required on the growth of
positional variance and consequently, the velocity profiles
along trajectories in both the homotopy become very similar
even at higher η (figure 5(d)). This is very different from the
comparisons shown in Fig. 4(d).
The similarity in velocity trajectories in turn results in
similar control costs along both the homotopies (figure 5(e)).
In particular, the control cost along homotopies 1 and 2 are
similar for a larger range of η. The lowest ratio of cost is
0.67 in figure 5(e) for η = 0.9615. In comparison, the ratio
was 0.33 in figure 4(e) for the same η.
V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a stochastic optimal control
problem with signal dependent noise and probabilistic col-
lision avoidance constraints as a model of human reaching
among obstacles. We then reformulated it into a parameter
optimization problem. The parameters τ and λ which ap-
peared in the reformulated optimization problem, (16) served
as a mapping between the probability of collision avoidance,
η, and possible collision avoidance strategies.
The parameter τ models the clearance from the obstacles,
and the parameter λ models the effect of slowing down near
the obstacles. In our simulations, we demonstrate that effect
of these two parameters on movement paths and velocity pro-
files is in agreement with the experimental findings reported
in [27] for reach to grasp movements around obstacles.
Specifically, they discussed two basic but coupled strategies
of collision avoidance which consists of moving around the
obstacle and slowing down.
We showed how each avoidance strategy results in a
unique variation of control costs with respect to η both
within and across homotopies. These variation in control
costs can be used as a basis for predicting user behavior
between a given start and goal position and for a given
obstacle environment. For example, in Fig. 2(a)-2(c), 2(e),
we showed that a risk-seeking behavior (low η) is more likely
to use strategy LV for collision avoidance as it requires less
control effort. In contrast, a risk-averse behavior (high η)
would likely choose strategy HC.
We also showed how control cost along different homo-
topies is dictated by the choice of avoidance strategy. This
variation in control cost can be used to predict the homotopy
selection by the human. In particular, if two competing
homotopies have similar control costs, then the human would
have equal affinity towards either of it, thus leading to a
random behavior. However, as the ratio of control costs
departs from unity, the possibility of selection would incline
towards the lesser control costs, thus leading to more well
defined pattern.
Our proposed framework has the following limitations.
Firstly, we used a very simple dynamic model, and thus,
we necessarily do not capture every aspect of the motion of
the human arm. A second order linear mechanical system
or a non-linear model of a serial link robotic manipulator
are a better alternative. The second order mechanical system
can be easily incorporated because as long as the system
is linear, the structure of the optimization (16) would not
change. In contrast, incorporating even a simple planar two-
link manipulator model is more challenging, and may require
methods similar to that proposed in [28]. Secondly, the fixed
final time paradigm of optimization (16) is not equipped to
capture the effect of increase in traversal time of reaching
motions due to presence of obstacles. A possible solution to
this could be developed using the time scaling concepts [14].
Our current study is limited to developing and approximating
an efficient solution for the computational framework, and
demonstrating the homotopies and strategies that can be
explained within this framework, and we do not test our
predictions against real reaching data.
From our simulation study, we conclude that if the param-
eters τ and λ are known, the possible choice of homotopy
as well as choice of trajectory within that homotopy can be
predicted. Thus, currently our efforts are focused towards
developing an inverse optimization framework which can
automatically recover these parameters from example trajec-
tories demonstrated by the human.
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